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Goals for today
▸

I’ll sketch a monadic dynamic semantics for discourse (and
donkey) anaphora.
▸
▸

▸

Show why we should prefer this kind of approach to standard
varieties of dynamic semantics:
▸
▸
▸

▸

Dynamic semantics is state and nondeterminism.
A monadic dynamic semantics takes state and nondeterminism to
be linguistic side effects (Shan 2002, 2005).

Embodies more conservative view of lexical semantics.
Predicts wide variety of exceptional scope phenomena.
Super modular.

Monadic dynamics suggests a fundamental connection between
static alternatives-based and dynamic approaches to indeﬁnites.
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Basic data

▸

A familiar data point: Indeﬁnites behave more like names than
quantiﬁers with respect to anaphoric phenomena.
(1) {Pollyi , a linguisti , *no linguisti } came in. Shei sat.
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Dynamics (e.g., Groenendijk & Stokhof 1991; Dekker 1994)
▸

In a nutshell: sentences add discourse referents (drefs) to the
“conversational scoreboard”. E.g., for proper names:
i

▸

⟦Polly came in⟧

i+p

Indeﬁnites introduce drefs nondeterministically. E.g., if four
linguists came in — a, b, c, and d — we’ll have:
i+a
i

⟦a linguist came in⟧

i+b
i+c
i+d

▸

Formally captured by modeling meanings as relations on states.
E.g., here is a dynamic meaning for a linguist came in:

λi. {i + x ∣ ling x ∧ came x}
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Going Montagovian
▸

Proper names:
polly ∶= λκi. κ p (i + p)

▸

Indeﬁnites:
a.ling ∶= λκi. ⋃ κ x (i + x)
ling x

▸

Pronouns:
she0 ∶= λκi. κ i0 i

▸

Things like VPs will denote functions from individuals into
dynamic propositions (i.e. relations on states). Meaning
composition is therefore simple functional application.
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Dynamic conjunction
▸

Given relational sentence meanings, sentential conjunction
amounts to relation composition:
and ∶= λRLi. ⋃ R j
j∈Li

▸

Deriving a linguist came in, (and) she sat :

i

▸

⟦a linguist came in⟧

i+a

⟦she0 sat⟧

i+b

⟦she0 sat⟧

i+c

⟦she0 sat⟧

i+d

⟦she0 sat⟧

i+a

i +d

Given as a relation on states:

λi. {i + x ∣ ling x ∧ came x ∧ sat x}
▸

Downstream indeﬁnites may create further branching.
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Getting closure
▸

Dynamic binding isn’t anything-goes:
(2) I don’t own a radio. #It’s a Panasonic.
(3) Every boy fed a donkey. #It’s braying.

▸

Negation is externally static (i.e., closed):
not = λSi. {

▸

(∀ > ∃)

{i} if S i = { }
{ } otherwise

Quantiﬁers, too:
every.boy = λκi. {

{i} if ∀x ∈ boy. κ x i ≠ { }
{ } otherwise
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What are monads?

▸

Construct from category theory and computer science used to talk
about side effects (roughly, fancy things that happen in
computations besides application of functions to values).
▸

▸

Some key citations: Moggi 1989; Wadler 1992, 1994, 1995; Liang
et al. 1995; Shan 2002; Giorgolo & Asudeh 2012; Unger 2012.

Gives a uniﬁed perspective on how meanings inhabiting “fancy”
types, abbreviated Ma, interact with more quotidian bits.
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This section

▸

Introducing you to two monads and how they relate to extant
modes of composition in the semantics literature:
▸
▸

▸

As linguists, we can think of a monadic semantics as contributing
two combinators or type-shifters to the grammar, and ⋆:
▸
▸

▸

Reader monad: index-dependence
Set monad: nondeterminism

lifts boring things into maximally boring fancy things

⋆ tells us how to combine fancy things

As we’ll see, scope-taking is an essential part of the story.
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Example #1: Reader monad
▸

Task: compositionally integrating index-sensitive meanings:
she0 ∶= λi. i0

▸

Usual approach is enriching the semantics of combination (e.g.,
Heim & Kratzer 1998):

⟦X Y ⟧i = ⟦X⟧i ⟦Y ⟧i
▸

In the monadic setting, the two combinators look like so:

x ∶= λi. x
▸

m⋆ ∶= λκi. κ (m i) i

A fancy a in the Reader monad, ‘Ma’, is an index-dependent a:
Ma ∶∶= i → a
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Reader monad derivation
▸

An example of how this works for Bob met her0 :
Mt

(e → Mt) → Mt
(λi. i0 )⋆

e → Mt
λx

Mt
met x b

▸

Result: λi. met i0 b. (Same as what Heim & Kratzer derive.)

▸

This pattern will be repeated time and again. The fancy thing takes
scope via ⋆, and applies to its remnant.
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Example #2: Set monad
▸

It is sometimes useful to entertain multiple values in parallel (e.g.,
Hamblin 1973; Kratzer & Shimoyama 2002):

⟦a linguist⟧ = {x ∣ ling x}
⟦Bob met a linguist⟧ = {met x b ∣ ling x}
▸

Usual approach is to enrich composition to handle sets:

⟦A B⟧ = {f x ∣ f ∈ ⟦A⟧ ∧ x ∈ ⟦B⟧}
▸

In the monadic setting, the two combinators look like so:

x ∶= {x}
▸

m⋆ ∶= λκ. ⋃ κ x
x∈m

Emodies a notion of nondeterministic computation, where fancy
things introduce alternatives into the semantics:
Ma ∶∶= {a} (i.e., a → t)
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Set monad derivation
▸

How this works for Bob met a linguist (Charlow 2015):
Mt

(e → Mt) → Mt
{x ∣ ling x}⋆

e → Mt
λx

Mt
met x b

▸

Gives the expected set of propositions, about different linguists:

{met x b ∣ ling x}
▸

Again, exactly the same pattern as Reader and State.
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Monads, summed up

▸

Typing judgments, where Ma should be read as “a fancy a”

∶∶ a → Ma
▸

Sub-cases:
▸
▸

▸

⋆ ∶∶ Ma → (a → Mb) → Mb

Reader. Ma ∶∶= i → a
Set.
Ma ∶∶= {a}
⋆

For any monad, x = λκ. κ x. Each monad thus implicates a
different decomposition of lift (Partee 1986).
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Compositionality

▸

The theory:
▸
▸
▸
▸

▸

Find evidence for some side effects.
Posit some lexical items exploiting these side effects.
Fix the appropriate monad (i.e., a pair of
and ⋆).
Use , ⋆, and scope-taking (already present in your theory, I
hope) to interface between the boring things and the fancy things.

Plug in your favorite account of scope-taking. I’m using ‘LFs’, but
your favorite account of scope will work just as well.
▸
▸
▸

Proof-theoretic accounts (e.g., TLG).
Continuations + CCG (e.g., Shan & Barker 2006; Charlow 2014).
…
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Set the stage

▸

Dynamics relies on State, the ability to update indices, and
nondeterminism (indeﬁnites output alternative assignments).

▸

It’s straightforward to fold dynamics into the monadic perspective.
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State monad
▸

A generalization of the Reader monad allows meanings that store,
as well as extract, anaphoric information (e.g., Unger 2012):
polly ∶= λi. ⟨p, i + p⟩

▸

she0 ∶= λi. ⟨i0 , i⟩

Here, the fancy types are functions from indices to pairs of values,
and possibly-updated indices:
Ma ∶∶= i → ⟨a, i⟩

▸

Monadic combinators again essentially follow from the types
(⟨x, y⟩l = x, and ⟨x, y⟩r = y):

x ∶= λi. ⟨x, i⟩
▸

m⋆ ∶= λκi. κ (m i)l (m i)r

Compare Reader:

x ∶= λi. x

m⋆ ∶= λκi. κ (m i) i
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State monad derivation
▸

An example of how this works for Bob met Polly :
Mt

(e → Mt) → Mt
(λi. ⟨p, i + p⟩)⋆

e → Mt
λx

Mt
met x b

▸

The result: λi. ⟨met p b, i + p⟩.

▸

Along similar lines, we can derive a meaning for she waved :
she0⋆ (λx. waved x ) = λi. ⟨waved i0 , i⟩

▸

How to bind pronouns? We’ll see.
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Adding nondeterminism to State

▸

One way to think of this is in terms of a new “fancy” type:
Ma ∶∶= i → {⟨a, i⟩}

▸

The monadic operations essentially follow from the types:

x ∶= λi. {⟨x, i⟩}
▸

m⋆ ∶= λκi. ⋃ κ x j
⟨x,j⟩∈mi

Just a combination of the State and Set monads. (In fact, fully
determined by something known as the State monad transformer,
cf. Liang et al. 1995.)
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Basic meanings

▸

Meaning for an indeﬁnite (nondeterministic, but no update):
a.ling = λi. {⟨x, i⟩ ∣ ling x}

▸

And pronouns, where i0 is the most recently introduced dref in i
(deterministic, value returned depends on i, but no update):
she0 = λi. {⟨i0 , i⟩}
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Introducing drefs
▸

Introducing drefs can happen modularly:

m▸ ∶= m⋆ (λxi.{⟨x, i + x⟩})
▸

Example with an indeﬁnite:
a.ling▸ = λi. {⟨x, i + x⟩ ∣ ling x}

▸

We can also ▸-shift simple type e individuals injected into the
monad with (would also work with State monad):
b

▸

▸

= λi. {⟨b, i + b⟩}

(Possibility of polymorphic drefs for e.g. VP ellipsis.)
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Example
▸

How this works for Bob met a linguist▸ :
Mt

(e → Mt) → Mt
(λi. {⟨x, i + x⟩ ∣ ling x})

e → Mt
⋆

λx

Mt
met x b

▸

Gives the expected set of propositions, about different linguists,
each tagged with an update:

λi. {⟨met x b, i + x⟩ ∣ ling x}
▸

Like the Reader monad’s Bob met Polly, with nondeterminism. Like
the Set monad’s Bob met a linguist, with index modiﬁcation.

▸

Again, exactly the same pattern as before.
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Getting monadic closure

▸

Dynamic closure operators have monadic dynamic analogs.

▸

Negation, type Mt → Mt:
not = λmi. {⟨¬∃π ∈ m i ∶ πl , i⟩}

▸

Universals, type (e → Mt) → Mt:
every.boy = λκi. {⟨∀x ∈ boy ∶ ∃π ∈ κ x i ∶ πl , i⟩}

▸

The results at any κ are deterministic, and encode no update. I.e.,
they lack side effects — or, in other words, are pure.
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The shape of the grammar and the lexicon

▸

In standard dynamics, updates are only associated with sentences.
In the present account, any constituent may encode an update.

▸

But needn’t: the dynamic bits of the grammar can be dynamic,
but the static parts can stay static. No need to lift the whole thing.

▸

Ergo, the monadic perspective on dynamics can afford to be more
conservative about lexical semantics than standard approaches.
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Derived exceptional scope

▸

Every monad’s ⋆ is an “associative” operation:
⋆

(m⋆ (λx. κ x)) γ = m⋆ (λx. (κ x)⋆ γ)
▸

This means exceptional scope behavior is a theorem of any
semantics that uses monads to facilitate composition:
▸ Suppose m⋆ (λx. κ x) is the meaning of some island.
▸

Associativity means that, even so, m can acquire a kind of semantic
“scope” over γ’s outside the island.
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Exceptional scope #1: Dynamic binding
▸

Remarkably, dynamic binding arises via a kind of ‘LF’ pied-piping
(cf. Nishigauchi 1990):
S
S⋆

Λ
S

a linguist▸ came in λp
S⋆

she0 sat λq

Λ
S

p and q

▸
▸

Result: λi. {⟨came x ∧ sat x, i + x⟩ ∣ ling x}
Unlike standard dynamic approaches, this derivation doesn’t
require a notion of dynamic conjunction.
▸

In keeping with the approach I’ve been advocating, conjunction is
boring and interacts with fancy things via and ⋆.
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Exceptional scope #2: Indeﬁnites
▸

Exceptionally scoping indeﬁnites (e.g., Reinhart 1997):
(4) If [a rich relative of mine dies], I’ll inherit a house.

▸

(∃ > if)

Exceptional scope is derived, again, by ‘LF’ pied-piping:
S
S⋆
a rich relative▸ dies λp

Λ
S
if p house

▸

By associativity, this will end up equivalent to:
a.relative▸⋆ (λx. if . . . ) = λi. {⟨dies x ⇒ house, i + x⟩ ∣ relative x}
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Exceptionally scoping indeﬁnites (cont.)

▸

Upshot: uniﬁed take on dynamic binding, exceptional scope.
Eludes static, dynamic approaches to indeﬁniteness.

▸

Also gives better empirical coverage of exceptionally scoping
indeﬁnites than extant accounts (e.g., choice functions).

▸

E.g., for us exceptional scope really requires scope (i.e., of the
island)! So we don’t wrongly predict wide-scope-indeﬁnite
readings for things like the following (Schwarz 2001):
(5) No candidatei submitted a paper hei wrote.

(*a > no)
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Exceptional scope #3: Proper names

▸

Proper names can bind pronouns, no matter how embedded:
(6) If e.o. [who hates Walti ] comes, I’ll feel bad for himi
If e.o. [who hates PETEj ] comes, I won’t (feel bad for himj ).

▸

Predicted by our theory: by associativity, so long as the [island] can
scope over the pronoun, the proper name can bind the pronoun.
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Exceptional scope #4: Maximal drefs

▸

Maximal drefs contributed by deeply embedded quantiﬁers:

(7)

Everyone heard the rumor that [at most six [senators]i
[supported Cruz’s ﬁlibuster]j ]. It turned out to be erroneous: theyi ∩ j numbered at least ten.

▸

Suggests even quantiﬁers take a kind of exceptional scope.

▸

Predicted if quantiﬁers introduce maximal drefs, as is standard in
modern dynamic semantics (Kamp & Reyle 1993):
at.most.six.senators = λκi. {⟨∣sen ∩ X∣ ⩽ 6, i + X⟩}
where X = sen ∩ {x ∣ ∃π ∈ κ x i. πl }
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Extension #1: Focus

▸

Focus usually handled with bidimensional meanings:

⟦A B⟧o = ⟦A⟧o ⟦B⟧o
▸

Monadic version (Shan’s 2002 pointed powerset monad):

x ∶= ⟨x, {x}⟩
▸

⟦A B⟧f = {f x ∣ f ∈ ⟦A⟧f , x ∈ ⟦B⟧f }

⟨x, S⟩⋆ ∶= λκ. ⟨(κ x)l , ⋃ (κ y)r ⟩
y∈S

Meanings for F-marked nodes:

xF ∶= ⟨x, altx ⟩
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Focus (cont.)
▸

There’s nothing else to do! Instead of 2 combinators running
around, we’ll have 4. But they play nicely together (Charlow 2014).
S++
a linguist▸⋆1

S++
BILLF ⋆2

Λ
S+

λy

BILLF ⋆2

S

2

a linguist▸⋆1

Λ
λx

x met y

M1 M2 t ∶∶ i → {⟨⟨t, {t}⟩, i⟩}

▸

S+

λx
S

1

Λ

2

Λ
λy

x met y

1

M2 M1 t ∶∶ ⟨i → {⟨t, i⟩}, {i → {⟨t, i⟩}}⟩

This technique is known as composing applicative functors
(McBride & Paterson 2008). It works for any number of monads.
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Extension #2: Conventional Implicature

▸

Negation appears not to interact with nonrestrictive relatives:
(8) I didn’t read Great Expectations, which is a stone cold classic.

▸

Potts 2005 proposes a non-compositional two-dimensional
semantics to derive this.

▸

Giorgolo & Asudeh 2012 suggest the Writer monad:

x ∶= x ● ⊺

(x ● p)⋆ ∶= λκ. v ● (p ∧ q)
where v ● q = κ x
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Conventional implicature (cont.)
▸

Also comes with a transformer, can be used to roll a big monad
that does dynamic binding and 2nd dimensional stuff (and focus!):
Ma ∶∶= i → {⟨a ● t, i⟩}

▸

The

operation:

x ∶= λi. {⟨x ● ⊺, i⟩}
▸

And the ⋆ operation:

m⋆ ∶= λκ. ⋃ {⟨v ● (p ∧ q), k⟩ ∣ ⟨v ● q, k⟩ ∈ κ x j}
⟨x●p,j⟩∈mi

▸

A number of nice results. Feel free to ask about them.
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Alternative semantics

▸

Reader + Set monad, for index-dependence and nondeterminism:

x = λi. {⟨x, i⟩}

m⋆ = λκ. λi. ⋃ κ x i
⟨x,j⟩ ∈ mi

▸

Still gets exceptional scope. Only the dynamic monad gets
dynamic anaphora.

▸

(It turns out that there’s no need to deﬁne a combined Reader +
Set monad. Simply turning the Reader and Set monads loose is
enough, as with Focus.)
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Applicatives? Transformers? Functors?
▸

Monadic ⋆:
Ma → (a → Mb) → Mb

´¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¸ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¶
scope

▸

Can always be composed into an applicative functor (sometimes
also a monad):
M1 M2 a

▸

M2 M1 a

Functor fmap type:

(a → b) → Fa → Fb
▸

Flipped:
Fa → (a → b) → Fb

´¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¸¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¶
scope
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Wrapping up

▸
▸

Go monadic: a shift in perspective (thinking of dynamic semantics
in terms of side effects) buys a lot.
There’s empirical and methodological juice:
▸
▸

▸

Better coverage (exceptional scope).
More extensible, via transformers, applicatives, functors.

You needn’t even go dynamic to reap the fruits. There’s something
for dyed-in-the-wool static alternative-semanticists, too.
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THANKS!
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